Building a new mobility and delivery
paradigm for African markets

Mobility
v
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90% of the rural population
in East Asia and Pacific has
a 2-km access to the road
network;
The Rural Access Index in
Sub-Saharan Africa is less
than 34%
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Annual infrastructure needs
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“Africa has 2% of the world’s cars
but 20% of the road deaths.”
»Africa has 2% of the world’s cars but 20% of road deaths »
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Malaria
HIV/AIDS
Road Safety
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Young Tae Kim, International Transport Forum (ITF) Secretary-General

LEAPFROGGING OPPORTUNITY

v
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New electric cargo drones
have the potential to
speed up deliveries and to
reduce delivery costs.
Drones carry similar
payloads to motorbikes but faster, more direct,
less damaging and night
proof.
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HARD TO REACH HEALTH FACILITIES
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LVC: PROGRAM COMPONENTS

1

Symposium, Expo, and Competitions

2

Regulations and Enabling Environment
v

3

Future Transport Infrastructure:
Droneports, Unmanned Traffic Management and Segregated Air Routes
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Tanzania Flying Lab: Cargo Drone Business Incubation Program and
Digital Fabrication

LVC PARTNERS

v

v
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LVC TRIAL SUMMARY
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BVLOS DELIVERY ROUTE -TRIAL
Stage 1
17 km

Malaika Beach Resort

v
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LVC TRIAL: DRONE PROVIDERS

Rigi Tech
Siniger
FlyPulse
Switzerland
China
Sweden
http://www.rigi.tech/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/drone.png
v
Pick-up & Emergency Delivery
Emergency Delivery Find & Assess
Pick-up & Emergency Delivery

Wingcopter
Germany
Pick-up & Emergency Delivery

Wingtra
Switzerland
Find & Assess
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MALAIKA BEACH RESORT
DRONEPORT

v
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JUMA ISLAND HEALTH FACILITIES

v
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JUMA ISLAND DRONEPORT

v
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LIFTING AFRICA
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v
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v

v

Source: http://www.rapidreadytech.com/2015/01/field-ready-prints-humanitarian-aid-in-haiti/

• safe and secure
• equitable
• civic and communal
• women vcentric
• iconic and illuminated
• suppliers of stable energy
• low carbon
• points of internet connectivity
• hubs for digital fabrication

TOGETHER WE CAN
KEEP AFRICA RISING
INSPIRE A NEW AGE OF AVIATION
MAKE HISTORY
Learn more:
Highlight video is available on YouTube:
youtube.com/watch?v=cB6Bdr_bglk
Presentations, photos, and other materials can be found on the LVC website:
www.lakevictoriachallenge.org/symposium
Inquiries:
info@lakevictoriachallenge.org
Upcoming Events:
Keep informed on the next LVC event via our website at

www.lakevictoriachallenge.org
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TRIAL: REGULATIONS AND
SAFETY MANAGEMENT

Hello., my name is DG, background is in ATC for 35 years, 20 yrs as research
expert, more recently as a change and risk management expert and focussed
on drones since 2012. I retired to new pastures in 2017 and conducted the
safety work and ATM integration approach for the LVC so will provide an
overview of how the risk management progressed. The most important point
here, is that this has been designed as a learning experience; and of course
safety is foremost. TZ, like 191 other countries, is a signatory to the ICAO
Chicago conv. & its annexs and albeit work is slowly progressing in Montreal to
update related SARPs, these barely cover RPAS (large drones similar to conv.
Aircraft), and small low altitude drones are totally out of scope. ICAO has only
recently included portions of drone activities into its scope. Therefore
regulation of drone activity rests with the TCAA. The Civil Aviation (rules of the
Air) regs second schedule is similar to ICAO RPAS approach however the AIC
UAS, first published in 2017 provides excellent guidance. Most of the
operations planned for the LVC however are outside that allowed through the
AIC meaning engagement with the TCAA and other TZ authorities was
required and a full application for authorisation.
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On conducting a literary review, I found there is very little direction available in
preparing such applications, perhaps as many operators prefer not to share such
intellectual property. I had previously co-authored the WBG guidance on UAS tech:
managing the risks of unmanned aircraft operations in development projects, and
used this as a template. I garnered experience from other drone competitions, I am
lucky enough that the Oz. UAV Outback Challenge invited me to Aust as a judge. This
is its 11th year and was the medical express challenge: BVLOS, full automation,
Dynamic no-fly zones, etc. I was also judge at the IMechE UAV Challenge, an annual
student comp. in the aerospace sector held in Llanbedr Wales. R&D is vital in this
industry. I then looked for events in Africa and found very little. One consideration
was the UNICEF sponsored MDC, a humanitarian aid drone test corridor centred on
Kasungu AD.
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I then cherry picked anything of relevance from conventional or manned airshow
documentation including excellent guidance from UK / Aust.
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From this I prepared a list of focus areas split into higher level material and a more
operationally focussed section. This covered a myriad of topics from safety checklists,
through lists of exemptions from regulations that we would need to examine, through
ground plans of our droneports, scrutineering and testing regimes for our
competitors, route coordinates, possible supplementary flights in case any heavylift
contenders were to be involved and appendixes containing risk registers, minutes of
workshops. More general safety information/methodology.
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A strong relationship with stakeholders, partners and sponsors is vital. Regional
Commissioner Office Of Mwanza, Dar Teknohama Business Incubator, Tanzania
Commission For Science & Technology, Tanzania Civil Aviation Authority, esp. ATC
HTMW, TANZANIA AIRPORTS AUTHORITY, and Tanzania People’s Defence Force/TZ Air
Force Command and Tanzania Intelligence and Security Service. It is important to
recognise the timely efforts from these authorities in progressing the LVC. And also
to our team mainly based in TZ, as well as Denise, Freddie, Simon. We began the
safety promotion in Dec17 at the LVC launch event (photo in ATC tower HTMW),
followed by a stakeholder workshop in Dar in Apr18 (AIP TZ in foreground with dogeared pages and all my notations). In July we conducted a round of HAZIDs, risk
assessment and procedures meetings.
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My first response was to produce an MoU with major stakeholders and this laid down
the minimum requirements to support the flying activities. I took all the outcomes
from this work (listed next) and produced draft safety risk management
documentation, leading to the OpsManual, and the application for submission to the
TCAA (with over 30 drafts of each, some written in 41 degree heat in our camper on
holidays in Spain). Flying participants were also required to submit individual aplns. to
TCAA. At the end of the day, we could not proceed without meeting all of our safety
mitigations, receiving authorisation from the authorities and then on the day
receiving clearance or approval from ATC. This all highlighted how essential a SET
was to test all the pieces and players of this complex undertaking. Everything we
expected to go wrong did, everything we planned for happened, and all our
mitigations held up so we avoided any serious incidents or events. It was an
incredibly precious trial. Now a bit more on the safety work.
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Drones, as a new entrant into conventional ATM, are disruptive, The traditional aviation
approach doesn't have the answers to the main safety risks, especially when drones operate
BVLOS, without POB, no DAA/SAA, and with such different platforms and operations that,
although legally they are aircraft, they just don’t fit our present frameworks. CPA don’t often
crash, so we traditionally don’t need to consider ground risk. JARUS is the leading group of
experts taking their reg expertise and turning it to recommend a single set of technical, safety
and operational requirements for all aspects linked to the safe operation of RPAS, esp. small
UA at low altitudes. Future versions of the LVC will require the application of the JARUS SORA
by participants as well as the overarching safety approach. However, the structure of the
safety approach for 2018 was the conventional risk assessment and management approach.
It also included
Environmental risk management, Privacy and data protection risk management, Security risk
management , Insurance and liability.
The safety risk approach was divided into ground risks (e.g.. participants, 3rd party –
spectators, general public populous areas– damage to property/sensitive infrastructure); the
airborne risk (avoidance of other drones, obstacles – terrain,, hazardous situations – e.g.
weather – other airspace users, especially during unexpected events: flyaway/LOC or
accidental violation of the drone flying areas by manned aircraft.
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The LVC was held at the MBR, 3000 ft from the centreline of HTMW NW-SE’ly rwy
12/30, Airspace is class D controlled out to 30 miles RAD, no ATC surveillance so
Procedural control. All aircraft within the airspace are known (should be no unknown
traffic) and provided with a full ATC separation and flight info service under ICAO and
TCAA regulations. This proximity was to test all facets of an improved mobility
infrastructure, integrating into conventional transport. As you will see, several risk
areas are closely interrelated. This spreadsheet depicts movements at HTMW. I
examined traffic patterns using most of the inbound arrivals to HTMW airport (Left,
buff colour) and outbound departures (right blue). There is no priority for drone
traffic, meaning no CPA can be delayed, and none were. So, even though full
integration into the ATS is the holy grail, accommodation and segregation of LVC traffic
was more realistic. Natural gaps (red boxes) in the traffic provided slots for our testing
regime and ultimately BVLOS flight trials. Outbound BVLOS was less of a risk as
inbound flights needed to be finely tuned to arrive precisely in the gaps and these slot
times change tactically (a late aircraft arrival, taxy out earlier than anticipated).
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I then needed to mitigate the risk of flying close to spectators, thus mirroring operations in
urban environments. I initially proposed a 100 ft high barrier net to prevent any drones
operating outside flying zones from endangering people, of flying east toward populations
and the airport. This barrier needs further work, and instead I implemented a containment
area bounded by two fences and anyone entering this area (conference attendees) was
briefed on the risk they were personally undertaking and how they should act. The flying area
here at MBR and at the western droneport on Juma Island, was strictly controlled (photos in
the next slide) so that a minimum # of trained experts were allowed on the sandy beach area.
Further flight limitations using electronic containment (geo fencing and limitations) was
trialled, in this example VLOS flights could operate within the green area, with a yellow
containment area and no fly zones in red.
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So now I can show you the final routes that we decided upon. MBR orange pin to
right, JIB LS yellow to left (@2000 residents, medical dispensary), Blue westbound to
the north, cream eastbound located more to the south to provide some segregation
between routes and 20 kms each. You can see the proximity of the RWYon the far
right (centrelinein white, up to Boeing 787 Dreamliner). Transport across the Lake is
challenging, and this use case is clearly beneficial and replicates many routes to island
across the Lake. Most important is flight is contained over water of LV. This reduces
ground risk yet doesn’t totally remove it. There are a vast number of vessels,
especially fishing, on LV and automated avoidance of these will be a future technical
challenge. Droneports are both on the beach so again no overflying of
people/infrastructure. We also provided a SAR area to trial future find and assess
competitions, and this is over 7 Sq/kms. Over Chamagati and Chilandere Islands. A
main instrument arrival for CPA routes around Juma, so traffic management took
utmost precedence. You can also see to the right below the cream inbound route, my
plans for LOC. Command and control links (telemetry) can fail, leaving the drone fully
automated with no possible input from the pilot. I had an expectation the drones
would follow an emergency route and terminate flight in a safe way however this
appears to be beyond present abilities. This is why we had the trial and I expect this
will be a key feature of future autopilots
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Here is the droneport on Juma Island with the teams beginning their testing
procedures. The fence is made of local timbers and used fishing net. I love this. This is
the flying team at MBR droneport, diff HIVIS vests representing different roles that
were clearly laid out. FSOs managed each droneport, with the help of airspace
spotters. This is a great photo, the weather was hazardous (CB, waterspouts) on the
day we expected to fly BLVOS. An example of what we cannot control. The lightpost
however was an unwelcome obstacle and was removed, The matts stopped sand
from getting into the drones, but were a risk as they lifted in the downwash from the
rotors and needed to be improved with hard flooring. In case of a flyaway threatening
spectators, I was to calmly broadcast “HEADSUP HEADSUP’ on the loudhailer, I also
had phones, walkie talkies and VHF receivers to maintain comms. with ATC, the other
droneport and react in emergency scenarios.
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And finally, I required all drones to be equipped with surveillance measures external
to their GCS and autopilot displays. Here is Wintra’s tailsitter VTOL WintraOne half
way from MBR to JIB BVLOS, being tracked live and independently through tracking
system employed by Involi from Switzerland. All conventional aircraft also needed to
be displayed, however there were none in the airspace when we conducted this
flight. The interface between UTM and ATM is an essential piece of the puzzle.
UTM is a key prerequisite to drone operations especially BVLOS, and I strongly believe
this service can be adapted to the environment where the flights track as well as the
resources of the state. This is a strong passion of mine, in one of my many volunteer
roles, to create a free, scalable, open source UTM for less rich states to foster drone
operations and related benefits.
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And to show the complexity of the operation, here is the interface with my risk
register. This is called a bowtie chart and it provides a diagrammatical overview to
visualise risk management. The central circle is the top event: drone operation out of
control, the blue boxes to left are threats , with threat barriers or controls pegged to
each line, to the right are the red consequences (harms) and hard barriers pegged on
each line. The likelihood and consequences of each threat are considered through a
strict risk management approach as previously described and each threat or harm
barrier is assigned a level of robustness and assurance applying JARUS
recommendations.
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What did we learn? We are still gathering data and detailing events and this process
will lead to an easier safer application of drones in Tanzania, Africa and across the
world. Most of this has been done before, but I am certain no-one has achieved this
level of safety in an area short on ATM surveillance and resources, with more to gain
from drones than most. There is still much to be done to continue to foster this
industry and realise its benefits.
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
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SUPPLYCHAIN INTEGRATION

Drones are where trucks
were 70+ years ago
1940s
Sub-System Elements

Now

Ground & Manned Air Transport

Now
UAS

Solution reliability
Solution operation & infrastructure
Solution logistic cost
Human resource for operation
Solution integration

Business model
Solution safety regulation

Cargo safety regulation
Public acceptance
Impact research
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TOGETHER WE CAN
KEEP AFRICA RISING
INSPIRE A NEW AGE OF AVIATION
MAKE HISTORY
Learn more:
Highlight video is available on YouTube:
youtube.com/watch?v=cB6Bdr_bglk
Presentations, photos, and other materials can be found on the LVC website:
www.lakevictoriachallenge.org/symposium
Inquiries:
info@lakevictoriachallenge.org
Upcoming Events:
Keep informed on the next LVC event via our website at

www.lakevictoriachallenge.org
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